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FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS, the University of Florida’s Center for the Study of Race and Race Relations (CSRRR) has been home to nationally-recognized race and law scholars. UF Law, with its expanding base of race and law scholars, continues to grow and build. CSRRR is home to more than one dozen race scholars, who have published nearly one hundred articles over the past decade. The work of the Race Center and its scholars has enhanced the scholarship, curriculum and national conversation around race, law and justice.
THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF RACE AND RACE RELATIONS WAS ONE OF THE FIRST CENTERS OF ITS KIND.
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CSRRR ANNUAL SPRING LECTURES

2018
Professor Laura E. Gómez, University of California, Los Angeles
The Racialization of Latinos in the United States: From Manifest Destiny to the 2016 Presidential Election

2017
Professor Cynthia Lee, The George Washington University Law School
Race, Policing, and Lethal Force: Remedying Shooter Bias with Martial Arts Training

2016
Professor Paul Butler, Georgetown Law School
The Chokehold: Policing Black Men

2015
President Jeremy Travis, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Children of the Incarcerated: Collateral Victims of Crime

2014
Dr. Peggy McIntosh, Wellesley College
An Academic Understanding of White Privilege: My Ongoing Journey

2013
Mr. Charles Blow, New York Times
At Close Range: The Curious Case of Trayvon Martin

2012
Professor Alfred Brophy, University of North Carolina
Slavery, Secession, and the Constitution

2011
Professor Charles J. Ogletree, Harvard University
Are We in a Post Racial Society? Race in America Today

2010
Professor Robert S. Chang, Seattle University School of Law
Ricci, Race, and Equal Protection

2009
Professor Sherrilyn Ifill, University of Maryland School of Law
Redefining Civil Rights in the Age of Obama

2008
Celebration of Justice
Stephan Mickle’s Decade of Service on the Federal Bench

2007
Professor Ian F. Haney-Lopez, UC Berkeley
A Nation of Minorities: Race, Ethnicity and Reactionary Colorblindness

2006
Professor Sheila Foster, Fordham Law School
The Racial Ecology of a Natural Disaster

2005
Professor Paul Finkelman, University of Tulsa College of Law
Affirmative Action for the Master Class: Understanding the Proslavery Constitution and Its Implications for 21st Century America

2004
Professor Paul Butler, George Washington University
Much Respect: Toward a Hip-Hop Theory of Punishment